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Are you a business
or a professional?

If so, you might be interested in a Hireacamera ONE account. With Hireacamera ONE, take advantage of new perks like a dedicated account manager and flexible terms, streamlining your hiring experience further.
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Explore Hireacamera One Benefits


            

        

    










    

    
        
CAMERAS FOR HIRE
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                Mirrorless Stills

                
            Top of the line performance without the mirror, meaning a smaller and lighter form factor.
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                Digital Cinema

                
            High-end cinema cameras for professional shoots.
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                Mirrorless & DSLR Video

                
            Fantastic options, recording high-quality footage with a sleek, stylish form factor.
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                Medium Format

                
            Big sensors for sumptuous filmic pictures!
        


            










    

    
        
LENSES FOR HIRE
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                Canon EF Mount

                
            STILLS & CINE

Canon's most popular and timeless full frame mount.
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                Canon EF-M Mount

                
            STILLS

Canon's cropped mirrorless lens system, for cameras that are sleek and compact.
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                Canon RF Mount

                
            STILLS & CINE

Canon's newest standard in lens systems for top of the line mirrorless magic.
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                Sony E Mount

                
            STILLS & CINE

Sony's primary mount option, including FE mount lenses designed for full frame cameras.
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                Fujifilm X Mount

                
            STILLS

Fujifilm X mount designed for APS-C cropped sensor cameras.
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                Fujifilm GF Mount

                
            STILLS

Fujifilm's G mount system designed for their range of exquisite medium-format cameras.
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                Nikon F Mount

                
            STILLS

One of the most used mount types in the Nikon family, featuring full-frame FX and cropped DX.
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                Nikon Z Mount

                
            STILLS

Nikon's mount option for their gorgeous range of mirrorless cameras.
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                Micro Four Thirds Mount

                
            STILLS

Popular and affordable mount system for a host of cropped sensor cameras.
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                Leica L Mount

                
            STILLS

Panasonic, Sigma and Lumix all share this unique lens mount.
        


            








LENSES FOR HIRE
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Canon EF Mount
STILLS & CINE

Canon's most popular and timeless full frame mount.
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Canon EF-M Mount
STILLS

Canon's cropped mirrorless lens system, for cameras that are sleek and compact.
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Canon RF Mount
STILLS & CINE

Canon's newest standard in lens systems for top of the line mirrorless magic.
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Sony E Mount
STILLS & CINE

Sony's primary mount option, including FE mount lenses designed for full frame cameras.
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Fujifilm X Mount
STILLS

Fujifilm X mount designed for APS-C cropped sensor cameras.
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Fujifilm GF Mount
STILLS

Fujifilm's G mount system designed for their range of exquisite medium-format cameras.
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Nikon F Mount
STILLS

One of the most used mount types in the Nikon family, featuring full-frame FX and cropped DX.
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Nikon Z Mount
STILLS

Nikon's mount option for their gorgeous range of mirrorless cameras.
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Micro Four Thirds Mount
STILLS

Popular and affordable mount system for a host of cropped sensor cameras.
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Leica L Mount
STILLS

Panasonic, Sigma and Lumix all share this unique lens mount.








    

    
        
ACCESSORIES FOR HIRE
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                Tripods

                
            From rock-solid heavyweights for the biggest of cine cameras to super-light telescopic stands that strap to your backpack.
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                Memory

                
            Storage cards of all shapes and sizes to make sure you never run out of room at a key moment.
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                Power

                
            Batteries, chargers, grips and kits, offering the peace of mind that you'll never run out of juice.
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                Filtration

                
            From filters, to step up rings, to adapters, we've got you covered.
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                Camera Support

                
            Rigs, cages, mounts clamps and holders.
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                Camera Motion

                
            Sliders, motion and stablisers for the smoothest of moves.
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                GoPro Accessories

                
            If you can strap it onto a GoPro, you'll find it here.
        


            





    
                
        
            [image: Remotes, Cables & Bags]

                
        
                Remotes, Cables & Bags

                
            Top up on those bits and pieces easily forgotten, with remotes and cables, and bags to store all your precious kit.
        


            








ACCESSORIES FOR HIRE
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Tripods
From rock-solid heavyweights for the biggest of cine cameras to super-light telescopic stands that strap to your backpack.
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Memory
Storage cards of all shapes and sizes to make sure you never run out of room at a key moment.
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Power
Batteries, chargers, grips and kits, offering the peace of mind that you'll never run out of juice.
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Filtration
From filters, to step up rings, to adapters, we've got you covered.
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Camera Support
Rigs, cages, mounts clamps and holders.
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Camera Motion
Sliders, motion and stablisers for the smoothest of moves.
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GoPro Accessories
If you can strap it onto a GoPro, you'll find it here.
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Remotes, Cables & Bags
Top up on those bits and pieces easily forgotten, with remotes and cables, and bags to store all your precious kit.
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